GVM Receives AE50 Award for New Spreader
Double Duty Twin Chain Spreader

St. Joseph, Michigan – November 20, 2017 – The American Society of Agricultural and
Biological Engineers (ASABE) has named GVM’s Double Duty Twin Chain spreader
body winner of a 2018 AE50 award.
AE50 awards honor the year’s most innovative designs in engineering products or
systems for the food and agriculture industries. The Double Duty Twin Chain will be
featured in the January/February 2018 special issue of ASABE’s magazine Resource:
Engineering & Technology for a Sustainable World. For more details visit
www.asabe.org/AE50
“We are both pleased and honored to receive the AE50 award for the new Double Duty
Twin Chain spreader body” says Mark Anderson, GVM President & Owner. The GVM
Double Duty Twin Chain spreader offers up to four section swath width control with
simplicity and precision. Mark adds. “for years, the Double Duty spreader body has been
leading the dry spreading industry with its consistently wide, flat, and accurate patterns.
This year, we added section control to our already impressive pattern, but our key focus
was on keeping the design simple and reliable, easy to operate, easy to set-up. We know
our owners and operators have limited time, so it was important to make sure our section
control would put out a consistent pattern, no matter the material and could be easily
tested.”

Companies from around the world submit entries to the annual AE50 competition and up
to 50 of the best products are chosen by a panel of international engineering experts. The
judges select innovative products that will best advance engineering for the food and
agriculture industries.

The AE50 awards program emphasizes the role of new products and systems in bringing
advanced technology to the marketplace. These engineering developments help farmers,
food processors and equipment manufacturers increase efficiency, enhance quality,
improve safety,
and increase profits.

Resource, a magazine geared to agricultural, biological and food system engineers
worldwide, is produced by ASABE. The magazine is read by thousands involved in the
agricultural, food and biological industries. Read more at www.asabe.org/Resource.
ASABE is an international scientific and educational organization dedicated to the
advancement of engineering applicable to agricultural, food, and biological systems.
Further information on the Society can be obtained by visiting www.asabe.org/.
About GVM Inc.: With 40 years in business, GVM is a well trusted manufacturer of
agricultural application equipment. GVM uses their relatively small size as a competitive
advantage, and stays close to the market, gaining the ability to quickly adapt to
customers’ needs and changes in the industry. GVM places a large emphasis on designing
and building the highest quality and most reliable equipment designed to fit operations of
all sizes. GVM is headquartered in East Berlin, Pennsylvania and their agricultural
products include self-propelled sprayers and spreaders, pull type spreaders, an automatic
soil sampling unit, and an attachment for safe and easy handling of large industrial tires.
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